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The textile industry is unique in its slow rate to adopt new technologies. Adoption decisions remain a mystery. It is one of the known “mature” industries of the world with a well-established infrastructure and means of production. However, there has also been great strides within technology innovation in the form of 3D knitting. This type of flat-bed knitting, also called ‘seamless’, ‘complete-garment’, ‘WholeGarment’ or ‘Knit’n’Wear’ can knit three-dimensional objects or shaped garments virtually in one piece on the machine, with minimal finishing. The objectives of this research were to identify the factors that act as either a driver or a barrier to the adoption of 3D knitting technology. A decision-making model was developed based on literature review and pertinent factors related to flat-bed seamless knitting. This research will be important for researchers, manufacturers, brands and machine manufacturers to understand the factors that contribute towards decisions to adopt this new technology and to help gauge the future state of the industry.

For the purposes of this research, the term ‘3D knitting’ has been used to describe any type of seamless knitted good created using a flat-bed knitting machine. Some of the major advantages to this knitting method are the inherent reduction of wasted material, increased quality, and pattern versatility (Millington, 2000). All making-up of a product is conducted on the machine, which reduces the need for human labor to join pieces together, reducing the overall cost to produce and human error (Choi & Powell, 2005). Disadvantages for this knitting method include: consumers’ unfamiliarity of the technology and its benefits, the potential to up-end a supply chain, and cost of adoption.

Organizational research has attempted to synthesize the decision-making phases into systematized models. The purpose of these models is to guide the decision-making process, for wiser decisions that weigh all factors. The Innovation-Decision-Process model developed by Rogers (2003) aids in the understanding of the new technology adoption process. The five stages of the adoption process that every new technology goes through have been outlined in this model. To take this model a step further, Rogers created a related Innovation Process Model specifically for organizational adoption of an innovation. This model expands the implementation phase with additional reinforcing steps like ‘redefining/restructuring’, ‘clarifying’ and ‘routinizing’.

Three-dimensional knitting is in the “pre-diffusion” phase, not yet diffused into industry. According to Ortt (2010), factors which contribute to this phase, fall into three systems: the main organization, the technological system and the market environment. These systems act as initial influencers (or external variables) to the Innovation Decision Process (Park & DeLong, 2009). Drivers and barriers to adoption can be categorized by advantages or disadvantages that a technology adoption may create.
A model was developed with influencers pertaining to 3D knitting, which was inspired by both Rogers’ (2003) innovation decision models and a theoretical framework proposed by Park & Delong (2009). The proposed Innovation Adoption Decision-Making Process Model is shown in Figure 1. Categories of factors may be changed within the ‘areas of influence’ section as needed. These influencers are divided into drivers and barriers which affect the administrative-level decision making process towards adoption of a technology.

Technology-users influence the success of the implementation phase by also being impacted by drivers and barriers to adoption. The resulting salient influencers could reinforce or reject the decision to adopt 3D knitting. Further practical research may support adjustments of this model depending on the industry it is used for.

The ‘areas of influence’ established for the decision-making process for 3D knitting adoption have the potential to affect other industries, as well. These influencers include: managerial, training/personnel, investing/cash flow, plan considerations, size of firm, inception of firm, market/demand for product, perceived benefits, perceived limitations, supply chain flexibility, logistics considerations, positioning of product, sustainability, quality considerations, production processes, system openness and reshoring. This model will be used as a guide to direct research into the adoption decision process of 3D knitting technology by small, medium and large firms and may help provide insight into the adoption of future technologies, as well.